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If you don't have a turkey fryer yourself, you know someone who does. And, odds are, it sits empty

and unused in the corner of your garage or basement until Turkey Day rolls around once a year.

Well, it's now time to dust it off as you discover the 103 NEW recipes and ideas we have for your

turkey fryer! Some of the NEW ideas and recipes on the pages of this book include making maple

syrup, canning fruits and vegetables, a Southern Lobster Boil and Delicious Prime Rib. These clever

and useful suggestions will keep your fryer heated up for the OTHER 364 days of the year, leaving

you wondering why you didn't think of this before!
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I have to say that I was amazed at the variety of recipes that are in this book. It even shows how to

can food with the turkey fryer (who knew that it was possible?). This is a very cool book with a wide

variety of different recipes and uses for the fryer. It is not just for cooking a turkey!!

we recently bought a turkey fryer with no idea how to use it, or how to cook a turkey. this cookbook

gives good tips and step by step instructions on how to fry a turkey. also we had no idea the variety

of foods that can be fried. this cookbook gave us a lot of ideas!

Great little add on if you purchased the Bayou Classic 3066A 30-Quart Outdoor Turkey Fryer Kit. I

actually used one of the recipes from it for my Turkey for thanksgiving. The turkey came out

amazing and everyone thought it was perfect. Thanks for the suggestion :)



Don't hesitate to get this. Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned deep fryer, you will find a lot of

good ways to use your deep fryer that might even surprise you. It's also a really good primer for

someone just learning to deep fry out doors. You or the recipient will be very, very pleased with your

purchase.

All large fryer recipes, no chit-chat. Very low cost; buy it. I also recommend 's "Ultimate Turkey

Fryer" by Williams and "Fearless Frying" by Taylor. NOTE: as you customize recipes, write down

your versions with comments for "next time". Be sure to use a digital remote thermometer for

precise meat temps; a circular face unit that covers 50-degs in a half inch cannot give precise

cooking. This especially includes deep fried turkeys.

I bought this book for my dad for his birthday, which falls right after Christmas. I first searched

Border's for it and they didn't have it. When I searched for it on their computer, a used copy was for

sale for $54! It's a paperback book! When I searched ...there it was. My dad frequently goes to

camp with his buddies and uses his turkey fryer often. Now he can use it 102 other ways!

This is a good little book with a lot of useful suggestions on how to use your turkey fryer for things

other than simply frying a turkey on Thanksgiving. I bought it as a gift, and so my only issue would

be that the product description didn't state that this is a SPIRAL BOUND book. That would have

been nice to know. Other than that, no problems here.

Many good ideas here, and a few that are a little bit out there. An interesting read. I bought used

and it is like new, but there is a handwritten note included on post-it paper that says "Karl will supply

the ribs for this experiment!" Hurry up, Karl, I'm getting hungry!
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